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Message from the Chair 
Hello Friends of Textiles and Costume, 

It is thrilling to say that after two years of being away from the things we love and enjoy, 
we finally have our platform back and are able to reconnect with all the lovers of Textiles 
and Costume. 

 

Figure 1: Jayshree Khimasia. © FTC, 2022. 

I am Jayshree Khimasia, your new chair 
of Friends of Textiles & Costume. My 
love for textiles goes back to my 
childhood. As the youngest of four, I 
loved to get dressed in the dresses my 
mother, who was a home sewer, would 
stitch for me. 

My real passion for textiles grew when I 
was in a boarding school in the UK. My 
teacher (Ms. Pinchback) made me work 
on one skirt for a whole year, but it made 
me a perfectionist. My professional 
education in Fashion Design and 
Couture is from the UK. I have continued 
with this passion to this day. 



Now, ROM endorses my passion even further, particularly with the last major exhibit “The 
Cloth That Changed the World”. It was with pride and joy that we finally got to see the 
world class collection of Chintz in the Textiles & Costume Gallery. 

ROM’s collection is so big, fragments which are thousands of years old, garments with 
unbelievable embroidery, hand woven and dyed quilts, clothes made from soldiers’ 
uniforms and any kind of warm cloth, all stitched together to keep us warm. We have had 
cloth on our backs for centuries, be it grass, hide, woven cloth, paper or synthetic. 

As we clear out our closets, as new fashions, colour, or fabrics arrive, we are faced with 
environmental issues. For decades, and even more recently, we have been hearing 
words like sustainability, recycle, upgrade and repurpose. 

Let’s reflect on how cloth has been cherished and served us for a lifetime and think about 
re-creating their beauty by refashioning our good, pure and natural clothes. 

I look forward to working with you and bringing you some exciting programs, hopefully 
incorporating these new concepts. 

-Jayshree Khimasia 

What’s On 

Unmasking the Pandemic 

Opened in September 2021, ROM’s original exhibition “Unmasking the Pandemic: From 
Personal Protection to Personal Expression” has been extended through September 
2022. Curated by ROM curators Fahmida Suleman, Alexandra Palmer and Sarah Fee, it 
showcases facemasks of exquisite artistry, innovative design and powerful messaging. 
During lockdown, the three curators used their time to seek out and acquire for ROM 
collections over 200 covid facemasks from around the world. The exhibition is in the 
Thorsell Spirit Gallery, just inside the Bloor Street entrance to the museum.



 

Figure 2: Green Earth Mask by Mohamed 
Mourabiti, 2020. © ROM and Gift of Kinda 

Foundation of Contemporary Arab Art. 

This exhibition of over 100 original masks 
explores themes of poetry and protest, 
survival and strength, heroes and 
warriors, and artistry and innovation. 
You’ll find related online programs on 
ROM’s website.

ROM curators also partnered with the Costume Committee of the International Council 
of Museums (ICOM) to create a Solidarity Project, which connected international 
museums and curators collecting and documenting facemasks during the pandemic.

 

Figure 3: Masked figure, image from ICOM 
Costume website © ICOM, 2021. 

A key output of the Project is the virtual 
exhibition of a curated collection of some 
100 Covid-19 facemasks from around the 
world, carried out in partnership with over 
ten international museums. View the 
virtual exhibition here to learn more.

  

https://nam12.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.rom.on.ca%2Fen%2From-at-home%2Fconversations%2Fmasks-as-art-adapting-artistic-practices-through-a-pandemic&data=05%7C01%7C%7C1bd7ee52243047ff019508da44d0a087%7C84df9e7fe9f640afb435aaaaaaaaaaaa%7C1%7C0%7C637897960078673341%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=VZ8Tugp7TOtCiKoRnO7siMBA36vmVe4KzYwqoKdX3x8%3D&reserved=0
https://clothingthepandemic.museum/


Mobile Palace

 

Figure 4: Mobile Palace Exhibition, ROM centre 
block 3rd floor. © Paul Eekhoff. 

 

Figure 5: Cotton Hangings in Mobile Palace 
Exhibition. © Paul Eekhoff. 

In March, the Museum opened the exhibition “Swapnaa Tamhane: Mobile Palace”, in the 
3rd floor centre block. Curated by Dr. Deepali Dewan, the ROM’s Sr. Curator of South 
Asian Visual Culture, the exhibition presents Tamhane’s recent exploration of Mughal 
tents and modern Indian architecture. The large sweeping cotton cloth installation draws 
on India’s rich textile history and was created from long lengths of dyed and printed 
fabric embellished with applique and beading. Other works in the exhibition are also 
made from cotton—a small tent, a drop cloth with embroidered mirrors, and drawings on 
paper made from hand spun cotton—and reference its long history as a desired 
commodity, tool of anti-colonial resistance, and national symbol of India. Mobile Palace 
continues until August 1, 2022; it is a unique experience. 

Swapnaa Tamhane, the artist, commented on the process: 

“When I started the artwork “Mobile Palace”, I had no idea how large the whole work 
would end of being, but I did know that I wanted a series of panels hanging from the 
ceiling. I also wanted to think about how “collaboration” works with artisans, where my 
hand can enter that dialogue within a larger process and tradition, and how to engage a 
conceptual practice within the handmade in my work with block printers, women 
embroiderers, and weavers in Kutch, Gujarat. My learned experience of working with 
living oral traditions of craft skills, and my own engaged practice of foregrounding my 
hand whether through drawing, or through making handmade paper, has been 
tantamount to how “Mobile Palace” has evolved. 

I had begun to design motifs in 2019, as soon I received the prestigious IARTS Textiles of 
India Grant. I was planning on travelling to India in early 2020, with the idea of working 
and staying in Kutch, Gujarat, for 1 to 2 months. I wanted to work with artist Salemamad 
Khatri (block printer and dyer), to test colour combinations, motifs, and patterns.  



I knew that I wanted to create a kind of tent or ‘shamiana’, and that I wanted to lift the tent 
off the ground, so that the canopies of a tent were evoked through the shape, without 
stitching any cloth together - almost as though the cloth had been just unpinned from 
the print bed and displayed. When I arrived in early January 2020, we discussed the 
possible colour combinations in natural dyes. Salemamad spent a few days creating a 
number of samples, playing with the motifs, and colours. It is not typical for him to work 
like this, instead he prints large quantities for commercial purposes. And while I feel that 
this process was challenging for him, it was an opportunity to demonstrate his own range 
of knowledge as I did not fully understand the particular restrictions between certain 
natural dye combinations. “

 

Figure 6: Master block carver Mukesh 
 Prajapati. © Rameshwar Bhatt. 

 

Figure 7: Block printer and artisan designer 
Salemamad Khatri. © Rameshwar Bhatt. 

“Several weeks later, we were printing and dyeing, and I could see how the motifs were 
beginning to interact with one another. I immediately realized that each of the three 
motifs had a triangle within, and so I let that be the shape that would give a directional to 
the overall way the patterns were being read. The motifs, which are from the ATMA 
House, designed and built by Le Corbusier in 1952-1954, also have a series of triangular 
forms that appear in the shadows made by the concrete ‘brise-soleil’ (sun-breakers). 
Salemamad immediately noticed these when we visited the building together and began 
to understand how the motifs I designed where translating the three-dimensional onto 
the two-dimensional surface of the cloth.” - Swapnaa Tamhane 



 

Figure 8: Wooden blocks used for printing fabric. 
© Paul Eekhoff. 

 

Figure 9: Pattern created by wooden blocks. 
© Paul Eekhoff. 

IARTS Textiles of India 

In 2015 the IARTS Textiles of India Fund was created in honour of ROM volunteer, Arti 
Chandaria, to celebrate in perpetuity the splendour and influence of Indian textile arts. 

Every other year a grant is awarded to enable an emerging artist, a graduate student, an 
educator, a scholar, or simply a textiles enthusiast to further the preservation, 
documentation, understanding or revival of Indian textile arts. 

Swapnaa Tamhane was the 2019 – 2020 recipient of the grant. The 2017-2018 recipient, 
Rajarshi Sengupta, carried out innovative work on the creation and transmission of 
knowledge amongst block carvers and textile artisans in the Deccan region of South-
Central India. 

ROM has announced the 2021-2022 grant recipients, Sudheer Rajbhar and Sajdeep 
Soomal, for their project Last. Saw. The project explores the possibilities for leatherwork 
as a textile art within the contemporary worlds of South Asia. Rajbhar and Soomal will 
partner with a team of leatherworkers to develop new materials and designs to combat 
caste prejudices and economic hardship. Last is a tool used to mold a piece in a defined 
dimension. Saw is a tool -- a needle with a wooden handle -- used to stitch thick, soft 
materials. 

We look forward to Sudheer Rajbhar and Sajdeep Soomal findings on this textile art. 
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Update: The Cloth That Changed the World, India’s 
Painted and Printed Cottons 
ROM’s Exhibition, “The Cloth That Changed the World, India’s Painted and Printed 
Cottons” closed January 2, 2022. However, the exhibition will live on as it travels to the St. 
Louis Art Museum for display from October 2022 to January 2023. 

In December 2025, this same exhibition will be travelling to the Smithsonian Institution’s 
National Museum of Asian Art in Washington, D.C. 

 

Figure 10: Exhibition Catalogue. © ROM. 

The exhibition’s catalogue, “Cloth that 
Changed the World, The Art and Fashion 
of Indian Chintz”, was one of three books 
that made the short list for the Textile 
Society of America’s R. L. Shep Award. 
Over its twenty-one years, the number of 
nominated books for this award has 
grown substantially. Recently, the award 
committee began announcing a 
“shortlist” to bring well-deserved 
recognition to multiple leading 
contenders for the award, besides the 
eventual winner. 

In addition, the catalogue had made the shortlist for the 2020 Alfred H. Barr Jr. Award 
given by the College Art Association. The Award is presented to the author or authors of 
an especially distinguished catalogue of the history of art, published under the auspices 
of a museum, library, or collection. 

The catalogue has sold out its first run of 2500 copies, and will be re-printed this fall. 

Congratulations to editor Dr. Sarah Fee and to all the contributing authors -- including 
ROM authors Alexandra Palmer, Deepali Dewan, Deborah Metsger, Max Dionisio -- for 
the recognition the exhibition catalogue has received.  
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What’s in a Name? 
The textiles and costume collection at ROM has been held under many umbrellas within 
the Museum’s hierarchy. Established in 1939 as the Textiles Department, it later became 
the Textiles & Costume Section, within the wider World Cultures Department. Most 
recently, the term ‘costume’ has been replaced with the more contemporary concept of 
‘fashion’. 

Over the past year, many sections of the Museum undertook to update their names to 
reflect new concepts and terminologies. The adjective ‘global’ was adopted in some 
instances as it better reflected historic and/or contemporary realities. 

As a result, the collection has renamed itself Global Fashion & Textiles. Meanwhile, the 
Department has been renamed Art & Culture. So, the full new title for the collection is Art 
& Culture Collection: Global Fashion & Textiles. 

The Global Fashion & Textiles (GFT) section includes: 

Dr. Alexandra Palmer, Senior Curator Global Fashion & Textiles, Europe & North America. 

Dr. Sarah Fee, Senior Curator, Global Fashion & Textiles, Asia & Africa. 

 

Figure 11: Dr. Alexandra Palmer. © ROM. 

 

Figure 12: Dr. Sarah Fee. © ROM.

Collection technicians are Karla Livingston and Kristiina Lahde. 

Chris Paulocik and Anne Marie Guchardi provide conservation support to the collection.  
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Curators Corner 

Dr. Sarah Fee  

Dr. Sarah Fee, Senior Curator of Global Fashion & Textiles (Asia and Arica) at ROM, is 
responsible for the museum’s renowned collection of approximately 15,000 textiles and 
fashion that come from greater Asia and Africa, as well as eastern Europe. 

COVID may have restricted travel and some activities, but in 2021 Sarah remained busy 
researching, writing, and participating in online programs, in addition to her continuing 
work as lead curator on the recent Indian chintz exhibit. 

Sarah guest edited the George Washington University’s “Textile Museum Journal”, 
Volume 48, that was released in December 2021. The Volume is dedicated to “The Textile 
Arts of Global Africa” and focuses on new insights into the weaving and dress of North 
Africa, Central and West Africa, the Horn, and Madagascar, as well as their re-
interpretations in Europe and America. Sarah selected 11 essays from scholars based in 
North America, Europe and Africa, with topics ranging from contemporary fibre art to 
historic handweaving techniques. 

Ten ROM African textiles were featured in the Journal, including the two below. 

 

Figure 13: Man's cloak (aknif), Morocco, 1880-
1930. © ROM. 

The first, a man’s akhnif cloak of southern 
Morocco, was featured in the article by 
Miriam Naji, “Reconstructing the Historic 
Akhnif: A Semi-Circular Woven-to-Shape 
Cloak of Southern Morocco.” 

https://museum.gwu.edu/volume-48-2021
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Figure 14: Ethiopian silk hanging with coronation 
scenes. © ROM.  

The other, a famous Ethiopian textile 
housed at the ROM, was featured in the 
article by Michael Gervers and Clare 
Gerentet de Saluneaux entitled “Between 
History, Theory, and Practice 
Iconographic Analysis and Re-Creation 
of the Silk and Cotton Tablet-Woven 
Hangings of Ethiopia.” This rare silk 
textile, familiarly known as the Gondar 
hanging, is over 6m long and is the 
largest tablet-woven textile in the world. 
Probably woven in the town of Gondar in 
the 18th century as a royal commission, it 
features coronation scenes.

In connection with this publication, Sarah hosted a speaker series throughout February 
and March 2022. Topics include Moroccan garments, Kongo textiles, royal garments, re-
imagining indigo and a Ghanian textile artist. For a fee, the recordings of the speaker 
series are available here. 

 

Figure 15: Madagascar silk shawl (lamba), Second 
half of 19th century. © ROM and Gift of A.R. 
Cousins. 

Benefiting from the virtual webinars that 
the pandemic made popular, Sarah was 
invited to speak for an online public 
workshop on “Fashion and Diplomacy”. 
The paper’s title was “Weaving a 
Diplomatic Web: Silk Mantles from 
Madagascar”. The December workshop 
was sponsored by the Department of 
Archaeology, Conservation, and History, 
University of Oslo.  

https://vimeo.com/search?q=textile%20museum%20journal%20volume%2048
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Sarah was also invited to participate in the Cotsen Textile Traces Global Roundtable at 
George Washington University, November 17-18. The 2021 roundtable theme was “From 
India to the World. A conversation through time and cultures”. Scholars, artists and 
designers discussed recent findings on Indian embroidered and printed textiles and 
explored the multiple dimensions of these rich traditions and their influences across time 
and cultures. Sarah’s lecture discussed her ongoing research on “Traces of India in the 
printed cotton fashions of eastern Africa”. 

Finally, one of Sarah’s articles recently 
appeared in print,” Finding Fashion in the 
Museum: (re-)Assembling a Pre-Colonial 
Eastern African Fashion Moment”, in 
JoAnn McGregor. Heather Akou, Nicola 
Stylianou, eds. “Creating African Fashion 
Histories: Politics, Museums and 
Sartorial Practice”, Bloomington: Indiana 
University Press, pp. 67-99. 

 

Figure 16: "Creating African Fashion Histories".  
© Bloomington, Indiana University Press, 2022. 

Dr. Alexandra Palmer  

Dr. Alexandra Palmer is the Senior Curator of Global Fashion & Textiles (Europe & North 
America), the Nora E. Vaughan Fashion Costume Senior Curator and Chair of the 
Veronika Gervers Research Fellowship in Textiles & Costume. Dr. Palmer is also an 
Associate Professor in the Department of Art at the University of Toronto. 

In her role as Chair of the Veronika Gervers Research Fellowship, Alexandra worked with 
2021’s Gervers Fellow Berta Pavlov in her exploration of the creation of three 18th century 
gentleman’s informal chintz gowns (banyans) from ROM’s permanent collection. Their 
findings are found in discussions included in Curator Conversations on ROM’s website. 

https://www.rom.on.ca/en/rom-at-home/conversations/18th-century-chintz-banyans-mapping-patterns-at-the-royal-ontario-museum
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Figure 17: Men's Banyans, Chintz, 1765-1775. © 
ROM and Gift of the Louise Hawley Stone 
Charitable Trust and the Textile Endowment 
Fund Committee. 

In addition, their findings will be 
published in the forthcoming new Case 
Study series in the “Patterns of Fashion 
series”: “Patterns of Fashion Case Study 
1. Three Eighteenth Century Men’s 
Informal Indian Chintz Gowns, in Volume 
I: The Context. Volume II, Cloth, Cut & 
Construction” (Authors Alexandra 
Palmer (editor) & Berta Pavlov with 
Deborah Metsger & Renuka Reddy). 

For those interested, the “Patterns of Fashion” series are published by associates of the 
School of Historical Dress. Did you know that ROM Governors sponsored an in-depth 
conversation, Historical Dress: The Peculiarities of Unravelling the Past, between 
Alexandra and Jenny Tiramani, Principal, Costume and Stage Designer, at the 
prestigious School of Historical Dress in London, England? Although long (about 40 
minutes), the video of the conversation is fascinating. 

 

Figure 18: ROM Governor’s YouTube presentation © ROM, 2022. 

For her role as an Associate Professor, Alexandra developed a program for the 
University of Toronto on issues of sustainability related to textiles and fashion.  

http://theschoolofhistoricaldress.org.uk/?page_id=465
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FqPXTHE7TCg
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The senior seminar class considered “historic and contemporary global thinking about 
the production and consumption of textiles and fashions within the current climate 
change crisis, and over-production due to fast fashion”. 

Alexandra built on that thinking in her conversations with Mic. Carter and Sarah Jay. 

On April 26th, 2022, Alexandra’s 
conversation with Mic. Carter focussed 
on his contemporary fashion label 
L'Uomo Strano in which he uses 
sustainable materials, such as deadstock, 
as well as making fewer products. Mic. 
Carter is a Toronto-based creative that, 
through experimental design and 
stylization, has developed an interest in 
fusing social justice, futurity, abjection, 
and community with fashion in his 
products. This conversation can be 
viewed on ROM’s website here. More 
information on this transformative brand 
can be found here: Mic. Carter.

 

Figure 19: Mic. Carter's runway show. © Fashion 
Art Toronto. 

In her May 25th, 2022, conversation, 
Alexandra explored fashion insider Sarah 
Jay’s efforts to encourage both industry 
and consumers to shift lifestyle 
behaviours to better effect change to live 
and look better, and to protect the future 
of the planet. Sarah Jay works with 
Fashion Takes Action, Canada’s only 
apparel non-profit focussed on 
sustainability, and was highlighted in the 
April 2022 edition of Fashion. ROM’s 
Curator Conversation presentation with 
Sarah Jay from May 25th is accessible 
here.

 

Figure 20: Sarah Jay couture © Fashion Art 
Toronto.

https://www.rom.on.ca/en/rom-at-home/genderless-fashion
https://www.luomostrano.com/about
http://www.sarahjay.ca/
https://nam12.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.rom.on.ca%2Fen%2From-at-home%2Fconversations%2Fsustainable-fashion-for-a-greener-world&data=05%7C01%7C%7Cdcfe1b16943e4c2846a608da4419fca9%7C84df9e7fe9f640afb435aaaaaaaaaaaa%7C1%7C0%7C637897175644658026%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=X%2BpQPz%2BgOW1ZmW02nDpcsy43GzS4Ba%2FyduPYb7BxveM%3D&reserved=0
https://nam12.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.rom.on.ca%2Fen%2From-at-home%2Fconversations%2Fsustainable-fashion-for-a-greener-world&data=05%7C01%7C%7Cdcfe1b16943e4c2846a608da4419fca9%7C84df9e7fe9f640afb435aaaaaaaaaaaa%7C1%7C0%7C637897175644658026%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=X%2BpQPz%2BgOW1ZmW02nDpcsy43GzS4Ba%2FyduPYb7BxveM%3D&reserved=0
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About this publication 

The Friends of Textiles & Costume (FTC) newsletter is published by the committee 

members of the group, to support and inform our members of the textiles and costume 

collection at ROM plus now fashion, events and activities. 

Join us or donate 

Are you interested ROM’s textiles, costume and fashion collection? The Friends of 
Textiles & Costume Committee (FTC) is a group within ROM’s Department of Museum 
Volunteers (DMV) and is open for all to join. For more information on becoming a 
member, feel free to contact us by email. 

Your generous support of the Museum helps our curators with their important work. 
Please consider donating to ROM today. 

Executive 

Chair: Jayshree Khimasia 

Newsletter Editor: Pat Sparrer 

Friends of Textiles & Costume 
100 Queen’s Park, Toronto ON M5S 2C6 

Contact FTC: ftc@rom.on.ca 
Become a ROM member

Friends of Textiles & Costume is organized by ROM’s Department of Museum 
Volunteers to provide support for the Museum. ROM is an agency of the Government of 
Ontario. 

 

 

mailto:ftc@rom.on.ca
https://rom.akaraisin.com/Donation/Event/DonationType.aspx?seid=17247&mid=48&Lang=en-CA&_ga=2.244879041.558414288.1644358652-775738156.1592846319
mailto:ftc@rom.on.ca
https://www.rom.on.ca/en/join-us/membership/become-a-member
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